A backbone-based theory of protein folding
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Under physiological conditions, a protein undergoes a spontaneous disorder ⇔ order transition called “folding.” The protein polymer is highly flexible when unfolded but adopts its unique native, three-dimensional structure when folded. Current experimental knowledge comes primarily from thermodynamic measurements in solution or the structures of individual molecules, elucidated by either x-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy. From the former, we know the enthalpy, entropy, and free energy differences between the folded and unfolded forms of hundreds of proteins under a variety of solvent/cosolvent conditions. From the latter, we know the structures of ~35,000 proteins, which are built on scaffolds of hydrogen-bonded structural elements, α-helix and β-sheet. Anfinsen showed that the amino acid sequence alone is sufficient to determine a protein’s structure, but the molecular mechanism responsible for self-assembly remains an open question, probably the most fundamental open question in biochemistry. This perspective is a hybrid: partly review, partly proposal. First, we summarize key ideas regarding protein folding developed over the past half-century and culminating in the current mindset. In this view, the energetics of side-chain interactions dominate the folding process, driving the chain to self-organize under folding conditions. Next, having taken stock, we propose an alternative model that inverts the prevailing side-chain/backbone paradigm. Here, the energetics of backbone hydrogen bonds dominate the folding process, with preorganization in the unfolded state. Then, under folding conditions, the resultant fold is selected from a limited repertoire of structural possibilities, each corresponding to a distinct hydrogen-bonded arrangement of α-helices and/or strands of β-sheet.

Proteins are linear, unbranched polymers of amino acid residues that can undergo a reversible disorder ⇔ order transition called protein folding. Under suitable conditions, all of the information needed to realize the ordered form of most proteins is encoded in their linear sequence; no auxiliary components are necessary to guide the disordered chain to its unique, biologically relevant three-dimensional structure (1). In water with a little salt and at physiological temperature, most proteins self-assemble spontaneously.

In fact, most biological components self-assemble spontaneously, apart from the three main template-driven process (replication, transcription, and translation). Larger assemblies, such as the ribosome, self-assemble from smaller components iteratively, a top-down structural hierarchy that terminates ultimately with protein monomers, which assemble themselves. Life is rooted in self-assembly processes, and we seek to explain them, starting with protein folding. However, as Goethe said, “The hardest thing to see is what is in front of our eyes.”

This perspective attempts to lay bare the premises that motivated current thinking by tracing their development during the past half-century of research. Then, we question the current mindset and propose a radically different interpretation of the known facts. In brief, it is widely accepted that side-chain interactions are primarily responsible for conformational differences among proteins because residue backbones are chemically equivalent and, therefore, are lacking in discriminatory power. Contrary to this plausible idea, we propose that, in fact, the backbone is primarily responsible for determining the fold because peptide hydrogen bonds dominate the folding process. Even one or two unsatisfied hydrogen bonds in the molecular interior would counterbalance the entire free energy of folding for a typical globular protein. Of course, other factors also favor or disfavor the folded state, but backbone hydrogen bonding outweighs them all. Here, we distinguish between the fold, a scaffold of α-helices and β-strands interconnected by tight turns and loops, and the detailed atomic structure that is elaborated upon this molecular skeleton. For single-domain proteins, only a limited number of scaffolds are possible; others are excluded by steric impossibility and/or the lack of hydrogen bond satisfaction. This backbone-based theory derives support from the solution thermodynamics of protecting osmotolites that promote folding by exerting their effect primarily on the backbone, not the side chains. We now develop these ideas in detail.

The conclusion that proteins can self-assemble spontaneously is based on Anfinsen’s Nobel prize-winning experiments showing that the protein ribonuclease can be reversibly denatured/renatured in a test tube (2). Both structure and biological activity are abolished under denaturing conditions but restored spontaneously upon return to physiological conditions. Since that time, variations on the Anfinsen experiment have been repeated successfully for hundreds if not thousands of other proteins. This spontaneous folding transition, from a less-ordered population to a more ordered population, begs explanation.

Anfinsen’s own explanation was the thermodynamic hypothesis, which postulates that under physiological conditions the protein population attains a minimum in Gibbs free energy in its native state. In this view, each individual molecule in a protein solution can assume an astronomical number of conceivable conformations under unfolding conditions. Upon shifting to folding conditions, the entire population is driven spontaneously toward the conformation that optimizes the protein’s interactions with both itself and its solvent environment. In other words, the folding transition is a consequence of the spontaneous drive to minimize the chemical potential. Gibbs devised the chemical potential to be exactly analogous to other expressions of potential energy, such as the electrical potential, in which current flows spontaneously between two poles so as to minimize any difference in voltage levels. Subsequent interpretations notwithstanding, the thermodynamic hypothesis is simply a statement that
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proteins fold to their native state like a ball rolling down a free energy hill.

Anfinsen framed protein folding in explicit thermodynamic terms, as had both Wu (3) and Mirsky and Pauling (4) many years earlier. In retrospect, this approach still seems entirely appropriate. Many small proteins of experimental interest fold with high cooperativity so that a plot of some structure-disrupting factor, like temperature or a chemical denaturant, against the folded fraction of the population results in a sigmoidal curve. At the transition midpoint, 50% of the ensemble is folded and 50% is unfolded; the population of partially folded molecules is negligible. In this idealized plot of an actual experiment, the population is followed by a conformational probe (e.g., circular dichroism) as a function of denaturant concentration. Upon addition of sufficient denaturant, the probe signal reaches a plateau, indicating that the transition is complete. In experiments using multiple conformational probes (e.g., circular dichroism and fluorescence), all indicators trace the same sigmoidal curve after suitable normalization (6). Thus, one refers to the folding transition, not the circular dichroism folding transition, the fluorescence folding transition, etc.

energy difference between the folded and unfolded populations is given by
\[
\Delta G_{\text{conformational}} = -RT \ln K_{\text{eq}} \quad (R \text{ is the gas constant; } T \text{ is the absolute temperature}).
\]

This seven-part perspective seeks to illuminate such issues. We argue that a predictive molecular theory of protein folding should be possible. If so, why has it been so long in coming? And what form would it take? What do we mean by a protein fold? We begin by describing current thinking in the field (Part 1). We then attempt to diagnose the main conceptual impediments to progress (Part 2), explore some lessons from nature (Part 3) that prompt a reassessment (Part 4), and an alternative, backbone-based folding model (Part 5).

At this point, it becomes apparent that an ambiguous use of the word “fold” has hindered understanding and requires clarification (Part 6). Finally, we place the backbone-based model in a larger perspective (Part 7). A Supporting Appendix, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS website, summarizes a complementary physics-based picture, in which we suggest that proteins may occupy a novel phase of matter.

**Part 1. Protein Folding: The Current Perspective**

Research has been directed at both sides of the folding reaction, \( U \rightleftharpoons N \). Remarkably, at this writing there are \( \approx 35,000 \) protein structures in the Protein Data Bank (www.rcsb.org), solved at near-atomic resolution by either x-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy. This wealth of data has transformed protein chemistry since the early pioneering efforts of Bernal and Crowfoot (9) and Perutz (10). The availability of a structure has made a telling difference in countless studies of biologically important molecules. In addition, structure-based programmatic initiatives now are commonplace, including, for example, a diversity of database analyses (e.g., ref. 11), taxonomic classification at the molecular level (12, 13), estimates of the number of folds (14), and pattern recognition-based approaches to prediction (15). At this point, N rests on firm ground.

Turning now to U, in the prevailing view, the population is distributed at random across a featureless energy landscape under denaturing conditions. Such an intrinsically disordered population is incommensurate with structural characterization. Consequently, the field has resorted to statistical characterization, using concepts from polymer theory.

The term “unfolded protein” is generic and can range from protein solutions in harsh denaturants to protein subdomains that undergo transitory excursions from their native format via spontaneous fluctuations (16). This range is too diverse to be practically useful, and the field has focused more specifically on denatured proteins, the population of unfolded conformers that can be studied at equilibrium under high concentrations of denaturing solvents, high temperature, high pressure, and high/low pH.

In a denaturing solution, the chain paths described by individual protein molecules are thought to be well approximated by self-avoiding random walks. More precisely, the denatured chain behaves like a statistical coil, de-
scribed by the Flory rotational isomeric state model (17), which takes into account constraints on bond rotation imposed by covalent chemistry. In any case, the number of conceivable paths for even a small protein of 100 residues is of order at least 10^80 and possibly much larger (18). At every time slice, each molecule in the population will have a specific conformation, but with only small energy barriers between them (approximately kT; k is the Boltzmann constant; T is the absolute temperature), so conformations are readily interconvertible.

Accordingly, the structure of any single molecule would not represent the population in any meaningful sense. However, it is possible to measure the degree to which molecules in the population are expanded or contracted, as given by their radius of gyration, \( R_G \), the distance of atoms from their common center of gravity:

\[
R_G = \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} R_{G_i}^2 \right)^{1/2},
\]

where \( R_{G_i} \) is the distance of atom \( i \) from the center of gravity and \( N \) is the number of atoms in the molecule (19). The population then can be characterized by its average radius of gyration, which can be determined experimentally under conditions of interest (20, 21).

Flory (17) provided a simple relationship between these coil dimensions and solvent quality. For a statistical-coil polymer with excluded volume, the radius of gyration, \( R_G \), is given by:

\[
R_G = R_0 n^{1/2},
\]

where \( R_0 \) is a constant that depends on intrinsic chain stiffness, \( n \) is the number of residues, and \( v \) is the exponent of interest that depends on solvent quality. Values of \( v \) range from 0.33 for a collapsed molecule, like a folded protein, to 0.6 for a self-avoiding random walk, like a denatured protein.

Is this theory valid for denatured proteins? Persuasive evidence was provided by Tanford (20), who demonstrated that typical proteins denatured in 6 M guanidine chloride (a strong denaturant) behave as structureless, statistical coils, with mean radii of gyration that are consistent with theory. Tanford’s corroborating studies established a compelling framework for interpreting experimental protein denaturation.

The current view, encapsulated in the compact equation \( U = N \), has been developed over the past 40 years or so. Summarized in a sentence: individual molecules are distributed across a vast, undifferentiated energy landscape under denaturing conditions but adopt a unique native conformation spontaneously under folding conditions. At least in a general outline, the folding picture seems to be complete.

**The Search Problem.** An inescapable search problem is deeply embedded in this view of the folding reaction, one that has stimulated the field since it was first made apparent in a famous back-of-the-envelope calculation (22) that came to be known as the “Levinthal paradox.” In a nutshell, how can an unfolded polypeptide chain that is free to sample the vastness of conformational space discover the native conformation in biological real-time after a shift to folding conditions?

In greater detail, Corey and Pauling (23) demonstrated that the peptide bond has partial double-bond character, and, therefore, the six backbone atoms in the peptide unit (-C=CO-NH-C=)- are coplanar, or largely so. Consequently, there are only two primary degrees of freedom in each peptide unit, parameterized by Ramachandran et al. (24) as the two torsion angles, \( \phi \) and \( \psi \) (Fig. 24). Further, Ramachandran and Sasisekharan (25) showed that only a small subset of these torsions result in clash-free configurations (Fig. 2B); other values would experience steric repulsive forces between the electron clouds of nonbonded atoms within the peptide unit.

In Levinthal’s original estimate (22), there are three staggered configurations per torsion, nine (3^3) conformers per peptide unit and, therefore, 9^100 ≈ 10^95 conformers for a 100-residue protein. With a subpicosecond speed limit for bond rotations, the universe would end before chains could encounter the native conformation via an unguided search. Of course, this calculation was oversimplified for dramatic effect (see e.g., ref. 26).

However, proteins are known to fold in the microsecond to millisecond range (27), so even the addition of more realistic constraints cannot explain away the underlying search problem. Under denaturing conditions, the number of conceivable conformations far exceeds the number of actual molecules in a dilute protein solution, and, in the extreme, every molecule might have a different conformation. Whereupon, for a protein with a typical stability of ~10 kcal/mol, on average all but one molecule in 17 million adopt the native fold after shifting to folding conditions. This transition from the unfolded population to the folded population can be completed in microseconds in some proteins (27). Estimates like this paint a paradoxical picture in which the ostensible magnitude of conformational space is so large that the native conformation could not be discovered in microseconds, yet it is.

The Levinthal paradox adds a temporal dimension to the basic conundrum wherein an ordered population emerges spontaneously from a disordered population, and we are still left seeking an explanation.

**The Folding Funnel.** For Levinthal, his back-of-the-envelope calculation was not a paradox at all; rather, it was a vivid demonstration that the native state is attained via a directed search, but how?
A rugged free-energy landscape, with such frustrating interactions would etch to completion on rapid timescales (27). Pen in known cases where proteins fold (kinetic trap)? Clearly, that doesn’t happen. But there’s another problem. Why doesn’t the ball get stuck in a ditch en route to the bottom of the hill (i.e., in a kinetic trap)? Clearly, that doesn’t happen. Regardless of where on this surface any particular molecule may happen to be, it follows the gradient toward a lower energy state, like a ball rolling down a free energy hill. Wending its way downhill, the protein accumulates favorable interactions that lower the energy, thereby promoting chain compaction and reducing the search volume. On a funnel landscape, molecules are driven toward the native state reliably, cooperatively, and with gathering speed as the U ⇄ N folding reaction progresses.

Fig. 3. A folding funnel. The funnel landscape depicts protein folding as a process that proceeds from a high entropy, disorganized state lacking in intramolecular interactions (mouth), to a low entropy, organized state with native intramolecular interactions (spout). Evolution has selected sequences that avoid frustrating traps en route from mouth to spout, smoothing what might otherwise be a rugged landscape. Under folding conditions, individual molecules can follow any route from mouth to spout, like a ball rolling down a free energy hill. One such trajectory is shown here. For a gallery of variant funnel landscapes, see ref. 126.

Wolynes and colleagues (28, 29) proposed that the overall energy landscape is funnel-shaped under folding conditions (Fig. 3). Regardless of where on this surface any particular molecule may happen to be, it follows the gradient toward a lower energy state, like a ball rolling down a free energy hill. Wending its way downhill, the protein accumulates favorable interactions that lower the energy, thereby promoting chain compaction and reducing the search volume. On a funnel landscape, molecules are driven toward the native state reliably, cooperatively, and with gathering speed as the U ⇄ N folding reaction progresses.

Restating the issue in physical-chemical terms, one might expect that a folding polypeptide chain, with its heterogeneous amino acid sequence, would inevitably encounter favorable but nonnative interactions at metastable energy levels. Such frustrating interactions would etch a rugged free-energy landscape, with multiple minima and greater-than-Δ‡ energy barriers between them. To rationalize this situation, Bryngelson and Wolynes (30) imported a key concept from physical systems: the idea of a spin glass.

A spin glass, originally introduced in the context of frustrated, random magnetic systems by Anderson (31), is an important paradigm in physics for many classes of problems. Classic optimization problems, such as the optimal placement of circuit elements on a chip and the determination of the best route of a traveling salesman, models of content-addressable memories in the brain, and models of prebiotic evolution all require an energy or fitness landscape with multiple minima and barriers between them. As pointed out by Anderson (32), such a landscape confers both stability and diversity: stability because each minimum is locally stable and diversity because there are multiple minima in such systems. It is notoriously difficult to find the true ground state of a spin glass, owing to the rugged nature of the energy/fitness landscape.

As it folds, a protein is stabilized by a large number of weak (i.e., noncovalent) interactions and can visit numerous, sequence-dependent minima, a classic spin-glass landscape. How then does the protein fold rapidly and reproducibly within such a landscape but evade frustrating, glassy behavior? In Wolynes’ model, proteins avoid such metastable traps because accessible interactions are selected by nature to be minimally frustrating, resulting in smoother funnel walls, more akin to an unfrustrated ferromagnet than a spin glass.

What forces or factors can reduce the ruggedness of funnel walls? In an extreme constructed example of a minimally frustrated system devised by Go (33), native contacts are assumed to interact favorably, whereas nonnative contacts do not interact at all. In the more realistic case, the landscape is shaped by evolutionary pressure to select those amino acid sequences that minimize the energy of the native fold while avoiding potentially frustrating alternatives as well.

The spin-glass model has spread from condensed matter physics into many disparate fields. Imported into protein chemistry as the funnel model, it provides an answer to the Levinthal paradox and is in satisfying accord with statistical thermodynamics (i.e., the new view); no special equilibrium states need be invoked.

The Funnel Landscape Is Explicitly Sequence-Dependent. The funnel model describes the behavior of a population of proteins of identical sequence as they wander their way downhill from U to N under folding conditions. Every unique sequence has its own funnel. For example, the globin fold is attained by thousands of different known globin sequences, many of which have only a small fraction of their residues in common (34). Each such globin sequence is associated with its own characteristic folding funnel. All globin sequences are presumed to have evolved so as to adopt the globin fold and to maintain similar overall structural characteristics (35), while simultaneously avoiding frustrating traps and dead ends in transit. The need to avoid unintentional, impeding interactions has long been recognized in protein-design research, where it is called “negative design” (36, 37). Neither folding theorists nor protein designers can ignore the inadvertent pitfalls of frustration.

Part 2. Questioning the Current Perspective: A Tale of Two Landscapes

The current view of folding is grounded in an explicit, amino acid sequence-dependent funnel landscape, as just described. However, the population also is regulated by a second, structure-dependent but sequence-independent landscape, although only by implication. Both landscapes impose major constraints on any sequence-dependent folding model.

The Sequence-Indifferent Landscape. As depicted above, the unfolded free energy landscape is vast and featureless. Most proteins unfold under rather similar conditions of temperature or denaturant concentration, consistent with ΔG‡ values within the typical range of −5 to −15 kcal/mol (7). In other words, the unfolded free energy landscape is sequence-indifferent because structure is abolished under approximately the same conditions, regardless of sequence.

Given the independence of backbone torsion angles under unfolding conditions (17), this landscape spans all conceivable conformations of the polypeptide chain, including all possible native folds and subfolds. To be specific, under unfolding conditions, a lysozyme molecule could happen upon the ribonuclease fold. Although the likelihood of such an encounter is negligibly small, it is essentially no smaller than the probability that the molecule would chance upon its own native fold.

Upon shifting to folding conditions, distinct minima must ultimately emerge from this previously featureless landscape, each corresponding to a stable domain (i.e., a simple fold of ≈100 residues) (14, 38–41).

To see this situation, consider the shift from U to N. Here, it is important to realize that the folding reaction, U ⇄ N, is not an ordinary chemical reaction; no covalent bonds are made or broken. For individual proteins, the reaction is all-or-none: proteins are either folded or unfolded, with a negligible population of partially folded intermediates, as noted above. For a population of proteins, the folded fraction is simply dialed up or
down in response to physical and/or chemical conditions (temperature, pressure, solvation, pH, etc.). Just as most proteins unfold under similar conditions, they also fold under similar conditions (although extremophiles that function at either very high or very low temperatures represent separate classes), regardless of sequence. Remarkably, upon switching to conditions that favor N, the repertoire of stable minima will emerge coordinately from the undifferentiated terrain of the unfolded landscape. A simple calculation is sufficient to show that there are only a few thousand stable folded domains that correspond to these minima. Proteins are constructed from segments of α-helix and β-strand (42, 43), interconnected by turns (44) and loops (45). A typical domain of ~100 residues might contain ~10 such segments, either helix or strand, resulting in 210 ≈ 1,024 possible constructs, amplified by the complexity of their interconnecting turns and loops, which are often restrictively short. This simple calculation is in good agreement with other estimates ranging between 103 and 106 distinguishable domains (14, 46), with larger proteins being modular constructs of these fundamental folds (12).

Accordingly, it can be concluded that the free energy landscape is pre sculpted within its own private funnel and, at the same time, those that stabilize its fold relative to other possible domains. A sequence that minimizes frustration cannot come at the expense of those interactions needed to guide the resultant fold to a unique stable domain. Given the limited repertoire of available domains, this restriction is especially stringent. Stable domains are built on scaffolds of α-helices and β-strands (42, 43), and it is plausible that minor changes in sequence could tip the energy balance, redistributing the population across multiple domains simultaneously. Were this dilemma to occur, a sequence would no longer have a unique conformation under physiological conditions, in violation of a central tenet of both protein biochemistry and life itself.

In the context of a funnel landscape, Anfinsen’s hypothesis, that proteins fold by rolling down the equivalent of a free energy hill, comes with a significant, unexpected negative design constraint. How can proteins fold in an inherently glassy landscape, avoid frustrating traps, and reach a unique minimum? The usual answer is as follows: given the 20 natural amino acids, there are 20100 possible sequences for a short 100-residue chain, a more-than-astronomical number. Although the constraints may seem overwhelming, sequence space is more than equal to them. In this view, a biologically viable protein sequence is the successful end-product of a trial-and-error experiment, conducted by evolution at the molecular level. To borrow a phrase from Darwin, “there is grandeur in this view of” proteins, but, grandeur notwithstanding, there are no general folding rules.

Folding Proteins One at a Time. Two corollaries are implicit in a funnel landscape. Corollary 1: Residue side chains are primarily responsible for such discrimination because all backbones (except glycine and proline) are chemically equivalent and, therefore, lacking in discriminatory power. Corollary 2: If the unfolded state is featureless, then all structural discrimination necessarily takes place under folding conditions. In essence, every protein sequence is a universe unto itself, folding via a constellation of detailed side-chain interactions that accumulate structural definition en route from U to N.

Recapitulating the current framework, under unfolding conditions, the energy landscape is featureless. A shift to folding conditions unmask several thousand energy minima, each corresponding to a stable domain. Evolution selects for protein sequences that can overcome potential frustration and populate these domains uniquely without spilling over into other competing stable structures. Smaller proteins correspond to individual domains, and larger proteins are modular constructs of these fundamental folds. With 210 possible sequences, an N-residue protein can satisfy these multiple constraints simultaneously.

An underappreciated aspect of the funnel landscape is that almost all conclusions are based on studies using a Go model, often in lattice simulations. Such approaches enjoy the benefits of simplicity. But, as mentioned, the unrealistic Go model was deliberately contrived to be a minimally frustrated system in which nonnative contacts make no contribution. To our knowledge, there is only one experimentally determined free-energy landscape in the literature at present (49), and it is not consistent with a funnel landscape, although some may disagree (50). Questions raised in Part 2 prompt us to look to nature for further guidance.


Organic osmolytes are ubiquitous in living systems. These small organic compounds affect protein stability dramatically, and nature utilizes them to counteract the adverse effects of physical and chemical factors that might otherwise promote denaturation. Examples include desiccated plant seeds in desert conditions that can remain viable for centuries, animals that function at extremes of pressure in the deep ocean, and even proteins in human kidney that resist denaturation despite high urea concentration. Such phenomena are not mere curiosities, but rather they reflect a vital adaptive mechanism that makes life possible (51).

An organic osmolyte is a small molecule that affects protein stability. In the equilibrium protein-folding reaction, N ⇔ U, protecting osmolytes push the equilibrium toward N, whereas denaturing osmolytes push the equilibrium toward U. Examples of protecting osmolytes include several amino acids, trimethylamine N-oxide, glycerol, and many sugars. Urea, a denaturing osmolyte found naturally in mammalian kidney, has been a key agent throughout the long history of solvent denaturation studies (52). It has been a mystery how such compounds could affect diverse proteins in similar ways, but recently it was shown that the predominant osmolyte effect is on the unfolded state (53) and it is exerted primarily on the backbone (54), which is the component in common to all proteins.

The osmolyte effect is universal throughout all three kingdoms of life, operating on proteins in general (51). Protein molecules do not have explicit built-in binding sites for osmolytes, and, therefore, this universal ability of osmolytes to modulate folding is tantamount to an existence proof: A universal folding mechanism must exist. Significantly, the mode of osmolyte action is the exact opposite of the two corollaries in the previous section: Osmolytes operate on U, not N, and their primary effect is on the backbone, not side chains.

Universality Implies a Backbone-Based Mechanism. The osmolyte effect has far-reaching implications for protein folding. Previously, it seemed plausible that the folding mechanism would depend
solely on those chemical components that differ from one protein to another, i.e., their side chains. Contrary to this supposition, the osmolyte effect reveals the existence of a universal mechanism. Intuitively, the most likely way to realize such a mechanism is via the protein backbone (55), which is component in common to all residues.

Other Factors also Suggest a Backbone-Based Mechanism. Other aspects of protein folding also point to a backbone-associated mechanism. As mentioned above, stable domains are built on scaffolds of α-helices and β-strands (42, 43). These two backbone structures are unique: they can be extended indefinitely without steric interference, and the resultant structures satisfy their own peptide hydrogen bonds (intrastructure hydrogen bonds in the case of α-helices and β-hairpins or interstructure hydrogen bonds in the case of β-sheet). No other choice of backbone torsion angles has these two properties for L-amino acids (25).

In further detail, proteins are organized as a structural hierarchy in which large contiguous-chain regions can be iteratively decomposed into smaller contiguous-chain regions (Fig. 4; refs. 56 and 57). Plausibly, this top-down architecture is the consequence of a bottom-up self-assembly process (40). Repeated values of backbone torsion angles from the two major sterically allowed dipeptide regions (Fig. 2B) generate the two hydrogen-bonded scaffold structures: α-helix and β-strand. These two structural elements can interact favorably in all combinations, giving rise to familiar supersecondary structure assemblies: αα, αβ, and βαβ (42, 43).

In the hierarchic process described here, self-organization takes place at a backbone level, with side chains playing the more limited role of selecting among helix, strand, or neither one. Providing that intramolecular peptide hydrogen bonds are favored over peptide-water hydrogen bonds, these hydrogen-bonded backbone structures will be energetically favorable. Consequently, these structural composites will become increasingly stable as their complexity grows, stemming from the covalent level: Energetically favorable dipeptide regions generate marginally stable elements of secondary structure that, in turn, associate to form yet more stable supersecondary structure assemblies. In other words, as the ball rolls down the free energy hill, it pushes the protein toward greater self-organization. Notably, hierarchic self-assembly of backbone segments does not engender a glassy landscape, and frustration is not a concern.

Small differences notwithstanding, typical globular proteins fold and unfold under approximately the same conditions, as discussed above. This experimental observation points once again to the existence of a general folding mechanism. Proteins are highly compact under folding conditions, with an average packing density resembling that of small organic solids (58). It has been shown that the conformational freedom of a compactly folded tube of polypeptide chain dimensions is severely limited by excluded volume restrictions in the marginally compact phase (47, 59). Such chain organization is an automatic consequence of compact geometry and does not result in a glassy landscape.

Part 4. Reassessment

Our current perspective tracks back to Anfinsen’s hypothesis that proteins fold so as to minimize free energy. To characterize this hypothesis: under folding conditions, each protein slides down an energy gradient to the conformation that optimizes its constellation of favorable interactions, the native state. For example, were the lysozyme sequence to adopt the ribonuclease fold, it would have a high energy, but it has a low energy in the lysozyme fold; lower, in fact, than in any other conceivable fold. In this exquisitely energy-sensitive conception, stability alone determines native fold.

What Anfinsen Could Not Have Known. However, Anfinsen could not have foreseen that there are only a few thousand stable domains, a crucial realization that changes the very nature of the folding problem. The millions of folding-competent sequences in the biosphere need not solve this conventional formulation of the folding problem. On the contrary, a given sequence need only discriminate among a few thousand potential possibilities to fold correctly (48). Changes in stability that are sufficient to dislodge the protein from its native basin will promote unfolding, not alternative folding. Surprisingly, this conception of folding leads to the conclusion that protein conformation and protein stability are separable issues.

A calculation can clarify this idea (60). In a population with \( \Delta G_{\text{conformational}} = -5 \text{ kcal/mol} \), all but one molecule in \( \approx 10,000 \) on average would adopt the native fold. After a shift to conditions where \( \Delta G_{\text{conformational}} = 0 \text{ kcal/mol} \), only half the population would retain this
fold. Nevertheless, despite greatly diminished stability, those factors that determine the native fold still persist in two-state folding (Fig. 1). By way of macromolecular biology, it is possible to stabilize a house against denaturation from a windstorm by strengthening connections between the roof and the walls, but the floor plan remains unchanged. Conformation and stability are separable.

Summarizing, the current view holds that residue side chains are the principal agent of chain organization (Corollary 1), and their effect is exerted under unfolding conditions (Corollary 2). In contrast to this view, the accumulating experimental evidence is focused on the peptide backbone in the unfolded state. That evidence is compelling: (i) osmolytes fold proteins by influencing the unfolded population, (ii) regardless of sequence, most proteins fold/unfold under similar conditions, (iii) the number of stable domains is limited, and (iv) two-state folding implies that conformation and stability are separable. All of these experimental facts prompt a reexamination of the denatured state.

**Reassessing the Denatured State.** Under denaturing conditions, protein molecules are typically regarded as randomly coiled polymers (like long strands of cooked spaghetti), and a population of such molecules (like a plate of pasta) is distributed over an undifferentiated energy landscape without pronounced conformational preferences. This view was developed in quantitative detail by Flory (17) and corroborated in experiment by Tanford (20): the radius of gyration (Eq. 1) of a typical protein in strong denaturant (e.g., 6 M guanidinium chloride) (21) is well predicted by the Flory equation for a self-avoiding random walk (Eq. 2).

Flory’s treatment of unfolded chains stems from his isolated pair hypothesis, the idea that a protein’s backbone torsion angles (φ,ψ angles), are independent of each other (17). Specifically, the hypothesis posits that the only local steric constraints on a residue are those imposed by immediately adjacent chain neighbors (Fig. 2). Such behavior simplifies the formal treatment of chain statistics; from residue independence, it can be inferred that the statistical behavior of the chain is given by the product of individual residue statistics. For more than four decades, the field’s treatment of the left side of the folding equation, U = N, under denaturing conditions has been anchored by the isolated pair hypothesis (17).

We now realize that the isolated pair hypothesis breaks down in some regions of the dipeptide map (61). For instance, three or more residues in the α-region of φ,ψ space cannot be followed immediately by a residue from the β-region without encountering a steric clash (62). Such local steric restrictions extend beyond the linked dipeptide, and they eliminate conformational hybrids of α-helices and β-strands, thereby promoting chain organization. Moreover, the fact that unfolded proteins satisfy random-coil statistics need not imply that they are featureless; structured chains with flexible links also satisfy random-coil statistics (63). Indeed, even a steel rod behaves as a self-avoiding random coil if it is long enough.

**Polyproline II in the unfolded state.** In addition to organization imposed by systematic local steric restrictions, there is also a substantial population of left-handed polyproline II (Pπ) conformation in unfolded proteins (64–67), as proposed by Tiffany and Krimm (68) more than three decades ago. Even earlier, Schellman and Schellman (69) had already argued that the spectrum of unfolded proteins was unlikely to be that of a true random coil. After these early studies, the ensuing literature hinted at a noticeable similarity between the spectra of Pπ and unfolded proteins, but these ideas lay fallow for many years until Creamer’s recent work (70, 71) stimulated renewed interest.

**Residual structure in the denatured state.** The limited success of early attempts to detect residual structure under denaturing conditions fortified a conviction that denaturation abolishes structure and reinforced the notion that the unfolded state is a featureless random coil. Unchallenged, these ideas eventually became dogma. But this dogma has been overturned by recent experimental evidence. For example, Kallenbach and coworkers (72) analyzed a blocked peptide containing seven consecutive alanine residues for the presence of residual structure. This peptide is too short to form a stable α-helix and therefore should be a random coil. Contrary to this expectation, the peptide is largely in Pπ conformation, in agreement with predictions from theory (73), although the issue is not without controversy (74).

**Loss of conformational entropy on folding.** If accessible conformational space is vast and undifferentiated, the entropic cost of populating the native basin exclusively will be large. However, if the unfolded state is largely restricted to a few basins, the entropic cost is far less severe. For example, a residue in Pπ is within a room-temperature fluctuation of any sterically allowed φ,ψ value in the upper left quadrant of the dipeptide map (64), and, consequently, φ,ψ values from this entire region would be thermodynamically indistinguishable. Suppose that a residue can visit any allowed region of the upper left quadrant in the unfolded state, but upon folding, it is constrained to lie within ±30° of ideal β-sheet φ,ψ values. The reduction in φ,ψ space would only be a factor of 5.58, an energy cost of ≈1 kcal/mol at physiological temperature.

**Preorganization in the unfolded state.** At present, the unfolded state is undergoing reevaluation, and the full implications of the issues mentioned here are still evolving. It is clear, however, that the U = N folding picture is being altered in radical ways by these three issues: (i) the breakdown of the isolated pair hypothesis, (ii) the presence of residual structure under denaturing conditions, and (iii) the detection of a significant Pπ population. All three factors contribute to preorganization in the unfolded state.

If the unfolded state is preorganized, then the magnitude of accessible conformational space is not as vast as previously believed, and the corresponding entropy loss upon folding is not as large. It now seems likely that thermodynamic behavior is, in fact, dictated by a limited number of equilibrium states in both U and N, in accordance with the “classical view.”

**Part 5. A Backbone-Based Theory of Folding**

This perspective has described 10 seemingly disparate aspects of protein folding. In particular:

1. The native fold is unique. The folding reaction is U = N, not U = N1 + N2 + ... = ΣNi.
2. Folding is irreversible.
3. No covalent bonds are made or broken in the folding reaction, U = N. Only weak bonds are involved.
4. Folding conditions and unfolding conditions are similar, respectively, for most mesophilic proteins, regardless of sequence.
5. The U = N reaction is highly cooperative. Most single-domain proteins fold in an all-or-none manner (Fig. 1).
6. The fold is built on a scaffold of hydrogen-bonded α-helices and β-strands.
7. The number of stable domains is limited to a few thousand.
8. Proteins typically avoid metastable kinetic traps under native folding conditions.
9. Protecting/denaturing osmolytes fold/unfold proteins by operating predominantly on the backbone in the unfolded state, dialing folding.
up/down but leaving the fold itself unaltered.

10. Stability and conformation are not synonymous. The native conformation can still be attained under grossly destabilizing conditions. Such conditions shift the $U \rightleftharpoons N$ equilibrium toward either $N$ or $U$, but not toward $N^*$ (i.e., an alternative folded state).

We hypothesize that these disparate properties are all a direct consequence of a central, underlying protein-folding mechanism: backbone hydrogen bonding.

The backbone hydrogen-bonding hypothesis follows immediately from the insight afforded by osmolytes: a universal protein folding mechanism must exist, and the only plausible candidate for its realization is the peptide backbone. In essence, the hypothesis recognizes that proteins are built on scaffolds of $\alpha$-helices and $\beta$-strands. Conditions that favor intramolecular hydrogen bonding stabilize this scaffold, whereas conditions that disfavor intramolecular hydrogen bonds destabilize the scaffold (75). The two main denaturing agents used in folding studies are temperature or chemical denaturants, and they disfavor intramolecular hydrogen bonds either by heat-induced disorder or by competing with them, respectively.

Ostensibly, this backbone-based hypothesis lacks specificity. Backbones are the same, but conformations differ. Can such a hypothesis successfully account for the 10 properties listed here?

The most remarkable attribute of globular proteins is their capability to adopt a unique conformation. Many polymers undergo a coil $\rightleftharpoons$ globule transition, but the condensed phase is not a unique structure. What factors or forces in proteins allow for the formation of a unique folded conformation to the exclusion of stable alternatives? The literature abounds with ideas regarding this topic. In the backbone-based hypothesis, the principal formative elements are $\alpha$-helices and $\beta$-strands. A single protein domain might contain $\sim 10$ such elements, so only a limited number of distinguishable constructs ($\sim 2^{10}$) is possible (see What Anfinsen Could Not Have Known) (76).

Side chains serve to select conformations from the limited repertoire of possible backbone conformations (48): $\alpha$-helix, $\beta$-strand, turns, and loops. Discrimination among these categories appears to be exercised quite locally. For example, almost all backbone surface area in proteins is buried within, not between, elements of secondary structure (see figure 2 in ref. 77). The sidechain:backbone interactions in capping motifs that bracket helices are all within a few residues of the helix termini (78, 79). Once established, these backbone elements determine the tertiary structure, an old idea (80) extended recently (75, 81, 82).

Other characteristic properties also follow directly from the backbone-based hypothesis, such as the reversibility of the folding reaction. With a typical $\Delta G_{\text{conformational}} \approx -10$ kcal/mol, the energy equivalent of approximately two hydrogen bonds (83), the structure is poised near the margin of stability, where the $U \rightleftharpoons N$ equilibrium can be successfully modulated by only small changes in intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Moreover, if backbone hydrogen bonding is key, structure formation/dissolution is expected to track with intramolecular hydrogen bond formation, thereby accounting for the observation that both folding conditions and unfolding conditions are largely sequence-indifferent. The high cooperativity of folding is explained by the fact that stabilizing conditions affect all backbone hydrogen bonds simultaneously, rather than an on/off switch in the cooperative folding unit.

Although situations have been reported where proteins get stuck in metastable traps (84), the backbone-based mechanism would tend to inhibit such occurrences. In a protein's coil $\rightleftharpoons$ globule transition, backbone polar groups are sequestered unavoidably from solvent access and must be satisfied instead by intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The Boltzmann-weighted frequency of occurrence of a completely unsatisfied hydrogen bond can be estimated as $P_{\text{unsatisfied}} = e^{-\Delta E_b/RT}$, where $P_{\text{unsatisfied}}$ is the probability of an unsatisfied hydrogen bond, $\Delta E_b$ is the hydrogen bond energy, $R$ is the gas constant and $T$ is the temperature in Kelvin. At an energetic cost of $\sim 5$ kcal/mol (85) for a completely unsatisfied hydrogen bond, $P_{\text{unsatisfied}}$ is $0.0002$ at room temperature (83). In other words, even one unsatisfied hydrogen bond is unlikely. This constraint alone is sufficient to limit a protein solution to a few native-like populations when conditions favor collapse (81, 82).

The realization that stability and conformation are not synonymous comes as a surprise to some, although it is a direct consequence of two-state folding behavior (60). This realization is driven home in dramatic fashion by the demonstration that the osmolyte effect can shift the $U \rightleftharpoons N$ folding equilibrium without affecting the fold (86, 87).

Of course, the fold is more than just a scaffold of $\alpha$-helices and $\beta$-strands. These isodirectional segments account for approximately half of protein structures on average (88), and incorporating them into a three-dimensional structure requires turns and loops that can reverse the overall chain direction. However, $\beta$-turns are hydrogen-bonded backbone elements too (44), and they comprise at least half of the remaining protein structure (89). These hydrogen-bonded structural components diffuse, collide (90), and anneal (91) to form larger, ever more stable structural composites (40).

The annealing process can be slow and complex (91), particularly for proteins having long loops or those comprised predominantly of $\alpha$-helices in which scaffold elements adhere via hydrophobic interactions among side chains. Although such dynamics can dominate the folding behavior of individual proteins (92), they are only details in a larger perspective, where the osmolyte effect attests to the existence of a universal-folding mechanism (86, 87). The fine points of folding for any one protein are an insufficient basis for conclusions regarding the folding process in general.

Part 6. The Protein Fold: What’s in a Name?

Two definitions of the word protein fold are used interchangeably in the litera-
ture, and up to this point we have finessed the difference. One definition uses fold to mean the cartoon-level backbone conformation (Fig. 5A), whereas the other uses it to mean the detailed three-dimensional atomic structure (Fig. 5B). This distinction has been unintentionally blurred by the simplified ribbon representations of proteins (93, 94) that trace the through-space course of the backbone in a visually comprehensible way, to such an extent that many have come to view the cartoon and the structure as synonymous.

The difference between the backbone fold and the three-dimensional structure corresponds to our previously described distinction between sequence-independent conformation and sequence-dependent stability. A similar distinction was made some time ago by Head-Gordon et al. (95), who demonstrated that the polyalanine backbone, devoid of side chains, retains local minima that correspond to atom-level native structures. They concluded that the “mechanical stability of protein native structures does not depend on side-chain details but absolute energy (or free energy) stability is indeed controlled by those details.” To avoid further ambiguity, we use the word fold to mean the hydrogen-bonded scaffold, reserving the word structure to emphasize atomic-level details. This distinction is not just a semantic quibble, as described next.

It is likely that a fold, as defined here, corresponds to the molten globule intermediate seen in experimental protein-folding studies. The molten globule is a collapsed state of the protein in which secondary structure has formed, or mostly so, but tightly packed side-chain interactions have yet to develop (96, 97). This state can be captured and observed in some proteins at low concentrations of denaturant or at acid pH under conditions that destabilize the native protein but not the intermediate. More than 30 years ago, Pititsyn (98) guessed the existence of such intermediates, and confirmatory experimental evidence has been accumulating slowly since that time.

Pititsyn’s conjecture is now on solid ground. For example, hydrogen exchange protection factors indicate that the hydrogen-bonded scaffolding has already formed in the molten globule, although it lacks the stability of the final native structure, where core protection factors are many orders of magnitude greater (99). But, stability per se is not the critical issue here. The very existence of a molten globule equilibrium intermediate demonstrates that the core scaffolding and the native structure are thermodynamically separable populations during protein folding.

The hydrogen-bonded scaffold is a structural construct evident in individual molecules, whereas the corresponding molten globule is a thermodynamic entity measured in a population. They are two sides of the same coin, and each informs the other. The scaffold is robust to changes in the protein’s amino acid sequence. For example, there are ~130 structures of phage lysozyme mutants in the protein database (100); all have conformations that closely resemble the parent structure (101). Presumably then, the molten globule also is robust to changes in sequence. Additionally, it has been shown that the fraction of the protein involved in local hydrogen-bonded scaffold elements, α-helices, β-hairpins, and β-turns, is highly correlated with the folding rate: the larger this fraction, the faster the protein folds (102). This correlation implies that formation of the molten globule is unlikely to be a slow step in folding.

In essence, the backbone-based theory presented here might be more accurately represented as a process in which the transition from U to N involves two stages. Scaffold formation occurs hierarchically during an initial stage, followed by a later stage that involves side-chain annealing, solvent exclusion, and further rigidification (103). If the protein is large enough, it is possible to capture this initial stage as a molten globule intermediate under suitable experimental conditions.

This two-stage folding strategy facilitates natural protein bioengineering. Once a scaffold is established, evolution is at liberty to spawn species-adapted orthologs and paralogs that tune the sequence for optimal performance in specific microenvironments or to explore new functions.

Part 7. Protein Folding: Analog Mechanism vs. Digital Mechanism

The thermodynamic hypothesis established the mindset that launched current thinking: Under folding conditions, proteins roll down a free energy hill to the bottom. On closer examination, this hypothesis bears the burden of an implicit paradox, one with many facets: how do molecules in transit from U to N avoid kinetic traps and alternative folds; given the speed limit set by single-bond rotation, how can the U to N transition be completed in microseconds; and how can N pay for lost conformational entropy on departure from a vast and featureless U?

A radically different perspective is suggested by the backbone-based hypothesis: only a few thousand distinguishable stable domains are possible, built on hydrogen-bonded scaffolds of α-helices and β-strands that fold/unfold under similar conditions. Here, the fold is selected from a limited repertoire of discrete, prescripted possibilities (48).

The thermodynamic hypothesis implies an analog (i.e., continuous) mechanism, whereas the backbone-based hypothesis implies a digital (i.e., discrete) mechanism, rooted in hydrogen bonding. Two conditions must be met for this digital mechanism to work: (i) a completely unsatisfied backbone polar group must be energetically expensive enough to be rare (and at ~5 kcal/mol, it is; see Part 3) (84), and (ii) intramolecular peptide hydrogen bonds must be energetically favored over corresponding peptide-water hydrogen bonds. This second condition is only now being resolved, as discussed next.

A Half-Century Controversy About the Peptide Hydrogen Bond. Accurate assessment of the contribution that hydrogen bonds make to protein stability is now a central issue in protein folding (104). As stated by Baldwin, “the drive for continued rapid progress in protein structure prediction..., which requires a fuller understanding of protein-folding energetics, brings peptide H-bonds and peptide solvation into central focus.” The energetic role of hydrogen-bonding in protein stability has experienced a literal revolution during the past half-century. In his model of the α-helix, Pauling et al. (105) estimated the strength of the peptide hydrogen bond to be of order ~8 kcal/mol. Soon after, Schellman’s measurements, from solution studies of urea dimers, showed that an intrapeptide hydrogen bond is enthalpically favored over a peptide-water hydrogen bond by ~1.5 kcal/mol (106), remarkably close to contemporary values (107–110). These and similar early studies led to the conclusion that the peptide hydrogen bond contributes significantly to protein stability.

However, this view was overturned in Kauzmann’s famous review (111), which argued that protein stabilization arises largely from the hydrophobic effect. Consistent with Kauzmann’s proposal, Klotz and Franzen (112) measured the enthalpy of the interamide hydrogen bond of N-methyl acetamide in water at ~0 kcal/mol and concluded that “the intrinsic stability of interpeptide hydrogen bonds in aqueous solution is small.” Susi and Ard also (113) also reached a similar conclusion from a different system. Bolstered by these latter studies, Kauzmann’s proposal led to the widely held view that the hydrophobic effect provides the major free energy contribu-
tion to protein stability, with hydrogen bonds contributing little to the folding process and, perhaps, even opposing it. Coming full circle, this view was to change yet again when Scholtz et al. (107) inferred that the enthalpy of poly-alanyl helix formation in water is favorable by \(\sim 1\) kcal/mol per hydrogen bond. Similar values for other peptides were reported also (114). Leading the charge back toward this earlier view, Pace used experimentally determined free energy differences from numerous single-residue polar to apolar mutations to argue that "hydrogen bonds stabilize proteins and that the average net stabilization is \(-1 \to -2\) kcal/mol per intramolecular hydrogen bond" (109) with buried residues contributing as much as \(-3.5\) kcal/mol (108).

Many still disagree. Honig and colleagues (115) used finite difference Poisson-Boltzmann methods to calculate the energetics of hydrogen bonding of \(N\)-methyl acetamide in water and organic solvent, concluding "that the formation and burial of a hydrogen bond opposes protein folding." These conflicting ideas continue to provoke controversy regarding whether peptide hydrogen bonds favor or oppose protein stability (115–118).

Summarizing this ongoing discussion, the weight of present evidence from peptides and proteins supports the conclusion that an intrapeptide hydrogen bond stabilizes a protein by 1- to 2-kcal/mol, although not all agree. This issue may be resolved finally by very recent work of Kiefhaber and coworkers (119) by using FRET, which provides persuasive evidence that intrapeptide hydrogen bonds promote chain collapse and, therefore, must be favored over corresponding peptide-water hydrogen bonds.

Hydrogen-Bonding, Hydrophobic Collapse, and Confinement. Which energetic factor predominates during folding: hydrogen bonding or the hydrophobic effect? Current experimental evidence points to hydrogen bonding. Specifically, at least four natively unfolded proteins can be forced to fold upon addition of organic osmolytes (87, 120, 121). In such cases, the total free energy of osmolyte-induced folding can be dissected into individual group transfer-free energies (86), wherein it becomes evident that the peptide backbone is the dominant contributor. But the polar backbone unit lacks hydrophobic groups. Consequently, proteins can be driven to fold without any additional hydrophobic contribution, at least in these four cases.

Additionally, these group transfer-free energies can successfully predict the folding cooperativity (m values) for whole proteins by using a thermodynamic cycle (86, 122); again, the backbone is the dominant contributor in these predictions. In simulations, correct secondary structure assignments together with hydrogen bonding are sufficient to fold a collapsed backbone chain, devoid of side chains, to its native conformation (81, 82, 123). All of this suggests that the backbone plays the dominant role in protein folding.

It has been argued that a backbone-based model of protein folding is insufficient to account for chain collapse and compaction under folding conditions (124). Whereas solvent-squeezing of hydrophobic groups does facilitate chain collapse (111, 125), it is also true that under folding conditions, water is a less effective hydrogen-bonding solvent for the peptide backbone than the backbone itself, as discussed above.

Concluding Remark. In the current view, a folding protein is funneled toward a global free-energy minimum along a continuum of possible trajectories, each honed by evolution to be free of frustration traps. Folding is an inherently analog process in which the formative interactions are among side chains. In the contrasting backbone-based model, the side-chain/backbone paradigm is inverted. A folding protein selects its fold from a limited repertoire of stable scaffolds, each built from a composite of hydrogen-bonded \(\alpha\)-helices and/or \(\beta\)-strands. Folding is an inherently digital process in which the formative interactions are among backbone elements.

The concepts presented here have deliberately glossed over many details. The definition of a protein domain is fuzzy, both in this paper and in the literature. Does a 40-residue protein have the same stable minima as a 400-residue protein? What about proteins that do not fold in a two-state manner, those with obligatory desoplymerases, or hyperthermophiles? In seeking to prompt a fresh mindset, we were motivated to frame the whole picture in sweeping strokes. If that proves useful, the details are likely to follow.
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